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One of the most detailed acoustic drum kits ever featured in Groove Agent, paired with a wide array of
percussion, state of the art electronic drums and MIDI grooves. The name "GROOVE AGENT" means

"Rebirth of the Dinosaurs" and comes to mind when you hear this unique DSO puzzle for creating two reels at
the same time. The first is an accurate reproduction of the ancient trumpet sound for drums, and the second,

bass, with the help of a microcontroller, extracts a characteristic brutal sound that can be used as the main
instrument for creating original percussion compositions. A group of instruments with their own playing tempo,

equipped with a sound enhanced by the use of Hi-End instruments, specially designed for the production of
powerful and varied rhythmic music. Designed to make the whole band play more intense and exciting, this
instrument can be useful not only for drummers, but also for any other musician involved in live playing. A

moment of real fun! This guitar was created in the FREDDY PLAYERS laboratory for those who love to play
in a band! GuitarWay Sports Theater and FLAC supports 16-bit audio recording. A guitar with a pedal function
that allows you to control your sound card and play 64-bit sound at the same time. Legendary home studio with
professional sound. The TL-SC203 USB SoundStation allows you to get the effect of a studio recording almost
anywhere. One of the best keyboard virtual studios. Create your own playing style with TRADEM Audio Suite

8 for iPad. Ideal for studio work, exhibitions and listening rooms. The TRENDnet M312 USB SPDIF over
HDMI provides room locking capability and can play music that would otherwise be inaccessible to listeners.
Create a studio and share your creativity with your friends! Groovy Kit allows musicians to create their own
tunes from a set of related plugins. This unique set of mixing modules includes: 7-channel compressor, Boss

effects, Korg KoTech, sopsamps, Digidesign Plus, Viera, Tuning, TS-20, T-80, TR-780. New mix set for DJI
Mavi
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